
Electives Reflection 

Throughout the sustainability dual major I took five different electives that shaped my experience and 

allowed me to learn deeply about different aspects related to sustainability. My favorites of the five 

electives were SAFS 510, AMN 444, and NR 701.  

SAFS 510: Agriculture and Development in the Neotropics was one of my favorite courses during my 

time at UNH. This course was offered over J-term and allowed me to travel to Costa Rica for three weeks 

where I studied sustainable practices and how they related to ecology, agriculture, and development. 

The course visited the cloud forest in Costa Rica, home to incredibly unique and some endangered 

species of plants and animals. We visited local and industrial scale farms of bananas, pineapples, and 

coffee and discussed the many challenges facing global agriculture. There we focused on issues 

surrounding pesticide use, co-planting crops, the benefits of forming co-operatives, and how changing 

climates are impacting farmer’s incomes and global food supplies. After each excursion our class would 

reflect as a group and then individually in journals about the different challenges in that discipline 

surrounding social, economic, and environmental sustainability and whether the activity was sustainable 

in some aspect or not. The most important perspective I gained from SAFS 510 was seeing first hand the 

different sustainability issues that other countries face. Some parts of Costa Rica are less developed than 

the U. S. and this makes them more vulnerable to changing climates. I got to hear the stories of farmers 

that rely on their crops for income to feed their families and climate change is causing them to have 

difficulties getting their harvest on time, which threatens their livelihood. I learned the skill of being able 

to look at not just the different sectors that sustainability issues effect but to look at issues such as 

sustainable agriculture and tourism in a global sense by seeing how changing precipitation patterns and 

pesticide use in the neotropics impacts my cup of coffee. This course greatly contributed to my dual 

major by allowing me to take the basic understanding and vocabulary that I had on sustainability issues 

and use them to understand really large-scale problems and discuss the different ways that the things I 

was seeing in Costa Rica were affecting ecology, economics, and society across the globe.  

  

Birdwatching in Costa Rica I learned to identify different species and about their ecological and 

cultural importance (left). Visiting an industrial scale banana plantation (right).  



 

Another favorite course that I took as part of my dual major was ADMN 444: Business for People, Planet, 

and Profits. This course introduced the concept of sustainable businesses and discussed the rise of for-

profit companies doing work for good, B-corps, circular economies, and the differences between non-

profit and for-profit companies. Some of these topics had been introduce to me before this course but 

ADMN 444 allowed me to gain a better understanding of the ideas around businesses than can make 

positive change in society. The course gave many examples of companies that are working to make 

positive change in society and the environment through environmentally conscious practices, social 

policies, and financially responsible decisions. We also went in-depth about circular economies and how 

they work and can provide not just environmental benefits but social ones too. The most important 

attitudes I gained in this class is that capitalism may have led to many of the sustainability issues our 

world deals with today, but it can also help solve them. In ADMN 444 I also gained a much better 

understanding of how the business world functions, which has helped me to better see the economic 

aspect of sustainability issues and how the business world can be used to approach and potentially solve 

them. Before this class I did not fully understand how capitalism and a sustainable world could co-exist 

but now I know that it is truly possible.  

Lastly, NR 701: Ecological Sustainability and Values was one of my more challenging but memorable 

courses that I have taken at UNH. In NR 701 I learned about ethics and values and related them to 

environmental, social and economic challenges in the modern world. This course was challenging for me 

because it pushed me to take a deep look within myself and push myself to identify and question my 

own personal values and ethics and what they were rooted in. In this course we covered different 

categories of ethics and explored different articles and stories to identify and understand different value 

structures. We also spoke to a Native American Chief and learned about how his tribe’s history and 

current way of life are being affected by modern issues and what sustainability means to him. This class 

was mostly discussion based which allowed me to gain new perspectives from my classmates that have 

different personal and educational backgrounds than myself. NR 701 gave me the skills to identify 

different types of ethics within pieces of literature, societies, and individuals. This has given me a new 

appreciation for different values and made me both aware of and able to have some understanding to 

work with people that have different values than myself. This course also had me identify my own 

values, making me surer of them and allowing them to be a better tool to guide me in the future. By 

knowing my own values, I can approach sustainability issues more confidently to produce a desirable 

outcome for myself and society. The skills I learned in this class are also incredibly valuable for 

interdisciplinary work where I will likely encounter groups and individuals with different ethics and 

values and will need to work to satisfy multiple values.  
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